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A. Start here.
We are glad you are exploring Partnership with our church family!  These are exciting times and this is a
significant step of engagement.  In formally partnering with a church family one is spiritually uniting within
a covenant family.  It matters.  Because it is important, we want to ensure you have an understanding of
our church, how we function, and what it means to partner.  We could chat theology, philosophy of
ministry, strategic priorities, operating systems and more.  We will cover some of this.  As we begin, here
are some foundational aspects of CityLights:

WHO we are - Our Gospel Identity: We are a Jesus-centered Family of Sent Servants.
WHY we exist - Our Mission and purpose today: We multiply disciples who make Jesus known in
everyday life.
WHAT we hope for - Our Vision and aim for tomorrow: gospel saturation: a gospel witness in every
block and building and a missional community in every relational network ** (wording TBD)

Many Jesus followers would express the same mission, some variation of expressing the great
commission in light of the great commandment. What is unique to CityLights is how we choose to live this
out in our context.  How we live out our identity and be the church is uniquely expressed in light of our
vision and values. Our church is a kingdom family composed of sent, missionary communities.

We are intentional about what we do helping us live out our identity.  We are focused on being disciples of
Jesus who multiply disciples of Jesus. It is about movements in our lives but not moments at our
Gatherings.  We aren’t focused primarily on Sunday and being one community but rather multiplying
numerous missional communities (Jesus-centered sent families).  We want to encourage and equip each
other to apprentice in the ways of Jesus and make him known in everyday life.

Pause.  Read the above three foundational aspects again.  For us, those are transformative in our lives
and not merely nice words on a page.  We want to be transformed by Jesus and you are invited to be
transformed with us. If you have past church experiences, there are likely some shifts in perspective and
practice that will be involved in becoming a partner.  It’s going to be an adventure together!

Before we dive into a lot of information on various matters.  We want to start with heart.

B. This is our Manifesto
man· i· fes· to: a written statement declaring publicly the intentions, motives, or views of its issuer.

But we want to start with heart.  Here is a glimpse into what we want, see if it resonates with you.

We want Jesus to be at the center of our lives.  We want to give ourselves to the One who gave himself.
We want to know and follow him and love others enough to help them do the same.

We want to be Sent Servants.  Ambassadors of Jesus, being lights to our cities.  We want this today and
everyday not just Sunday or someday.  We want to be the church - not just go to church.

We want to be seekers of God. We want to be a people who hunger for more of God, live for the glory of
God, and are open to the gifts of God. We want a convergence of Word and Spirit. We want to know



God's presence and God's power. We don’t want to go through religious motions, commit to ideas of God,
or just be passionate about the vibe that certain music gives - we want to be passionate about knowing
God and helping others know him as well.

We want to be sent to the one who is lost. Because the church doesn't exist for itself but to love the world
we want to boldly share, generously give, passionately pray, and sacrificially serve. We want to be
hospitable and generous, loving the least, lost and little of our city and world. We want to relentlessly
pursue the one who is lost.  We want this in our cities and we want to participate in this around the world.

We want to put relationships first. We are forged in relationships and we want to value relationships
before role and over ritual.  We want to persevere towards reconciliation, extend honour generously, tear
out roots of bitterness and offence ruthlessly, and choose forgiveness repeatedly.   We want to have
courageous conversations. We want to walk by faith and be steered by love, not just by Canadian
niceness, conflict avoidance, or what’s easy.

We want to be a gospel-fluent people. We want to be changed by the gospel that changes everything.
The gospel is the good news that Jesus, Lord of all, brought his kingdom, lived, died, and rose to save
sinners who believe. We want the good news of Jesus to overflow from our lips because it fills our
hearts. We want to become fluent in the gospel,  like a new language. We want this transforming truth
to shape our lives and to saturate our cities.

We want to be intentionally intentional. We want to do things on purpose because God's intentions
deserve our intentionality. We want to know him, participate with him, and help others do the same.
We want bible-obedience not just bible knowledge (imagine bible-doing groups not just bible study
groups).  We want action in our lives, not just intentions in our minds.

We want to multiply disciples in missional communities. We want to grow in Jesus together and go for
Jesus together.  We want to experience Jesus’ ways of discipleship occuring in the context of real life
relationships: life-on-life, life in community, life on mission. We want deep relationships and broad
impact.  We want to know Jesus and multiply disciples. We want to see Jesus be the Lord of all,
everywhere, all the time.

We want to equip and multiply. We want to build up so others can lead out. We want to see people
mature in Christ and be equipped for his good works. We want to become spiritual grandparents,
seeing a multiplication of transformed lives.  Disciples making disciples, missionary leaders multiplying
missional leaders. We want to equip people, not just develop programs. We want to see each other
flourish and see our region saturated with the gospel as Jesus is made known.  We want to see Jesus
fill our cities as he fills our lives.

We want to be humble servants. We are not into posturing or pretending. We want to consider others
before ourselves. We want to pick up the towel as Jesus did to wash the disciples feet. We want to
choose mission over position and serve each other and the world.  We want to resist comfort being our
guiding light. We don’t want to be consumers whose greatest aim is the fulfillment of self. We want
there to be less of us and more of him.

We want to be diverse and united. We are many stories united for his story and want all types of
people, loving and reaching all types of people until Jesus fills all in all. We want to appreciate our
diversity and we want to be united with one heart, by one spirit, under one Lord. We want to keep the



main things the main things and choose to be united around common vision, values, and vehicles. We
don't want to be divided over minor matters.

We want to celebrate. We want to celebrate often and celebrate well because God is good and the
gospel is good news. God has rescued us into his family and we want to celebrate.  We want to have
fun and taste the fullness of joy that Jesus offers. We want to be a non-anxious people.

This is our manifesto.  This is what we want.
We want to be both a “go and tell” and a “come and see” people.
We want multiplication not just addition.  Movement not just attendance.
We want action not just intention.
We want to lay down our lives for the one who laid down his.  We want risk and courage, we want faith
to be expressed in our lives together.
We want more than the Canadian version of the American dream. We want more than our kingdoms of
comfortable existences, sunny holidays, RRSP’s, and nice meals.  We want Jesus’ kingdom come.
We want to put mission over position, the cross over comfort, and service over self.
We want to multiply disciples who make Jesus known in everyday life.  We want to be faithful. Faithful
to living out the great commandment and the great commission.

To live is Christ. This is what we want because Jesus is who we want. All of life - all for Jesus.

We want to want all of this, not out of obligation or guilt. We want to be with others who want to want
this as well.

If that stirs your heart and resonates with you then read on.

------------------------------

These are nice words, but what does this practically mean?

Statements like “gospel saturation” or “multiplying disciples” sound nice.  But what does this mean?  It
means we want Jesus to be Lord and aim to make Jesus known in everyday life until the good news of
Jesus saturates every sphere of our cities (Eph. 1:22-23). Therefore, we want a Jesus witness in every
condo and company, and every school and street and a sent family in every relational network.

We want to be a church maturing in Jesus, with an increasing number of spiritual grandparents. Not
simply growth in attendance at church but maturity and multiplication in being the church.

Like Visuals?
This could be expressed in the following diagram.  The small triangle expresses the default approach of
the western church that aims at additional attendance. The larger triangle depicts an approach aiming for
multiplying missionaries.



The smaller triangle has leaders doing ministry and the larger one has leaders equipping for ministry.  It is a picture of multiplication vs addition

Imagine a people intensely and intentionally committed to being the church. Being a Jesus-centered
Family of Sent Servants, sent to a specific relationally network together to show and share Jesus.
Imagine Jesus, who fills all in all (Ephesians 1:10,23) working everyday, everywhere - through his body,
the church.  Gospel saturation.  Sent, Missionary Communities throughout our cities, making Jesus
known and multiplying disciples.

We don’t predict the numerical outcome of what this could be or our place within God’s plans for our cities
but we know our region needs thousands of Sent Communities.

Imagine equipping + multiplication.
Imagine Multiplying disciples.
Imagine Multiplying disciple-makers.
Imagine Multiplying sent communities.
Imagine all types of people, loving all types of people until all people experience Jesus.
Imagine Gospel saturation.

Imagine a church that isn’t just focused on serving one neighbourhood but many neighbourhoods as we
equip and multiply people to love their neighbourhoods. A church that doesn’t just have one or two central
causes but has many causes all under the great cause of Jesus’ mission.



This means we operate differently than other churches at times.  This means we partner with others
because the mission of Jesus is so much bigger than CityLights.  This means what we are attempting is
bigger than our abilities, more significant than our strategies, and utterly dependent on the power and
presence of King Jesus.

This means each of us matters. This means we are focused on equipping and coaching you so that you
can engage in the life that Jesus has called you to.  This means that we engage together.

We are a family of sent communities.
We are multiplying disciples who make Jesus known in everyday life.
We are giving our lives to making Jesus known so that his good news saturates our cities.
We are fighting back darkness in all spheres.
We are CityLights.
This is our Manifesto.



As you read above, we hope it stirred your heart so that you want to learn, love, and live with us.  We
want you to be confident and clear with the church family that you partner with.  We are happy to dialogue
and discern further.  Jesus has good in store for you!

If you are someone who likes things clearly broken down, here is a summary:

A Summary

IDENTITY (Who We Are): We are a Jesus-centered Family of Sent Servants.
MISSION (Why We Exist): We multiply disciples who make Jesus known in everyday life.
VISION (What We Hope For): Gospel saturation: a gospel witness in every block and building and a
missional community in every relational network (wording TBD)

VALUES (How We Roll Together):
● We Put Relationship First: Forged by relationship.
● We Are Sent to the One: Relentlessly pursuing the lost.
● We Are Intentionally Intentional: We do things on purpose.
● We Are Multiplying Disciples in Communities on Mission: Growing together in Jesus and

going together for Jesus.
● We Are Becoming a Gospel-Fluent People: Sharing, showing, and being shaped by the gospel

in everyday life.
● We Are Seekers of God: Passionately desiring the presence and power of God.
● We Are Diverse + United: Many stories united for his story.
● We Are Humbly Serving: No person is too high and no task is too low.
● We Equip and Multiply: Building up so others can lead out.
● We Celebrate: Celebrating often and celebrating well because God is good.


